Religious discussions being carried to a great height during the present time.

The Covenanted Officers assumed the Missionary functions.

Firstly— Misunderstanding the part of the Indians.

Apprehension of interference with the government of the religious customs of the Indians.

Mention of the Secundra Orphan Asylum.
The establishment of Missionary schools and the Covenanted Officers attending examinations at them.

The establishment of Missionary schools and the Covenanted Officers attending examinations at them.
The introduction of female education.

Alterations in the usual system of education in large colleges.

Introduction of the messing system in the Jails.
The interference in religious matter more repugnant to the feelings of the Mahomedans, and its causes.

The circulation of Mr. E. Edmond's letters from Calcutta.
Giving liberty to females.

The promulgation of certain acts in cases wherein the parties are of one religion.